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The BMJ today (22 February 2017) warns that Trump’s administration “is acting in 

ways that will suppress research and limit communication on scientific topics that it 

deems politically inconvenient.” 

Early policies “risk head-on collision with the scientific and health communities” say 

editors Jose Merino, Elizabeth Loder and Kamran Abbasi, and Harvard professor of 

health policy, Ashish Jha. “Trump’s policies in other areas also have the potential to 

damage health,” they add. 

For example, they point to communications restrictions on several environmental 

protection and public health agencies, while scientific information on government 

websites “is being removed and becoming inaccessible.” 

 

The BMJ’s solution is to “reaffirm our commitment to fostering and applying the best 

evidence for policy and practice, to be an open forum for rigorous debate that challenges 

the status quo and holds us all to account, to speak truth to power and support others 

who do the same, and to actively campaign for a better world, based on our values of 

transparency, independence, and scientific and journalistic integrity,” they explain.  

“Whichever way Trump turns, the scientific and healthcare communities must commit 

to serving the best interests of patients and the public,” they say. “By arming ourselves 

with the fruits of science, being guided by facts and evidence, we can create a healthier 

planet, not just for Americans but for all the peoples of our world.” 



The day science died 

When Mr Obama was elected President, one of his first acts was to 

suspend Federal funds to any institution studying the genetic basis 

of intelligence. All scientific studies conflicted with the "politically 

correct" version of racial equality. Humans did not evolve, they 

were all miraculously created - (equal).  

This is the greatest political suppression of science since Galileo.  
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Re: Standing up for science in the era of Trump 

Even Obama Presidential era was not exactly a cradle of scientific 

illumination for the US population, as statistics demonstrate. 

Widespread scientific and health illiteracy undermine the 

wellbeing and productivity of US citizens. 

For example, 1 in 4 US adults believe that Superman was a figure 

in the Bible, 1 in 4 US adults is convinced that the Sun circles 

around Earth and not the opposite, 43% of US adults still believe 

in Santa Claus and even write letters to him, etc. 
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The BMJ now offers up its version of "fake news"... 

 

This histrionic and alarmist editorial unfortunately misrepresents the intentions of 

the current administration. The references provided for some of these editorial 

comments are inaccurate in and of themselves. The Trump administration has 

simply required that government agencies approve what is presented to reporters 

and social media. These same agencies are perfectly able to publish official press 

releases consistent with their scientific inquiry, formal findings submitted for 

publication, and nonclassified communications that are intra--agency. This is a 

complete misrepresentation and it makes it sound like the current administration 

has some kind of gag order. Nothing could be further from the truth.  

Furthermore, the moral and scientific equivalence of "damaging health" and 

repealing the Affordable Care Act is utter nonsense. Perhaps the British know it 

alls would like to comment on what it's like to have a healthcare system go broke. 

The Affordable Care Act was in a death spiral owing to a very poorly engineered, 

completely uncompetitive, and corporate-derived health insurance program. The 

BMJ makes the same mistake that most political appointees in the United States 

did under the Obama administration: create an equivalence between the provision 

of "health insurance" in the actual provision of care. Nothing could be further 

apart. 



Speaking of scientific evidence, there is zero evidence that creating more 

accountability for the enormous wasted investment in "global health 

projects" will actually "harm women and worsen the health of vulnerable 

populations". Citing the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner 

On Human Rights as the final source in terms of whether or not taxpayer-

funded abortion is an international "right" is utterly laughable. This is, of 

course, the same organization that has placed nation such as Iran in charge of 

the oversight of so-called "human rights". How inconvenient it is to have 

nations abuse women in their national forums and then stand up for so-called 

"human rights does quote in others. 

Whoever is writing the editorials for the BMJ needs to go through a little 

vetting it seems. 
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Re: Standing up for science in the era of Trump 

Science always stood up and it remains strong whether someone supports it or not. Science 

does not require anybody to vouch for it. Everyone including Trump uses science to say or 

communicate or carry out his policies. USA is a very powerful country which has 

contributed immensely to the cause of science and its development. Scientists always 

remained neutral unmindful of what someone is going to do - support it with funds or 

policies. Great minds always worked for the welfare of humanity. Science is the practical 

arm of the will and humanity of Nature. 

Science - good science - will prevail over human action or inaction. As rightly said, 

scientists will continue to do what they do best with basic research so that its fruit will 

benefit humanity. 

Humanity lives only on love and affection. Science tempered with scientific temper will 

balance each other. 

Science is defined as a search for truth. Scientific temper is neither a collection of 

knowledge or facts, although it promotes knowledge, nor is it rationalism but it promotes 

rational thinking. It is an attitude of mind that calls for a particular outlook and pattern of 

behaviour. 

Fear and cowardice confine people to a circle that creates uncertainty, while Science, on 

the other hand, elevates human enquiry to heights of humanism. A true blend of both is 

what we need to look for. 
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Re: Standing up for science in the era of Trump 

Bowing down for Democracy 

======================= 

It was as the result of a democratically conducted, transparent and 

peaceful election that Donald Trump was instituted as the President of 

USA . That was the wish of the people. 

 

Now, what is needed is the inspiring good will of conscientious and 

sober peoples of the rest of the world to let the new President 

accomplish the plans he presented to the electorate during his 

campaign. Standing in his way cannot be justified. 
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Beware of Settled Science 

 

Despite its hype and hoopla, settled science is fettered and fetid, 

because science needs vetting, instead of fêting. 
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Hands across the Sea 

My heart goes out to my peers in the USA who may experience the suppression, 

distortion or fabrication of “evidence” to suit the new American government.[1] 

On both sides of the Atlantic, health researchers are faced with politicians who 

have no background in science who ejaculate misleading “numbers”, for a public 

whose understanding is limited by poor numeracy (https://www.rsph.org.uk/about-

us/news/guest-blog-learning-to-see-with-a-...). Fortunately the UK has public 

assets dedicated to spotting and countering “alternative facts” [1] produced by our 

leaders, based on three principles: the trustworthiness, quality and value of 

Government statistics. This was brought home to me at the Royal Statistical 

Society last night (22 February). A multi-disciplinary meeting (including many 

representatives of the Health Statistics Users Group) discussed “How can the 

Office for Statistics Regulation enhance confidence in official statistics in our 

changing world?”. The meeting began with an address by the director general for 

regulation, Ed Humpherson, and a response by Prof. Paul Allin of the Statistics 

Users Forum. Since 2009 the UK has been lucky to have a Code of Practice for 

Official Statistics, and this is now being updated for our changing world following 

a stocktake of both official and unofficial sources of evidence.[2] The goodwill has 

been remarkable, even if the Truth sometimes takes a little time…. 
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Re: Standing up for science in the era of Trump 

What science are you talking about? The one that is mostly false, mostly 

useless (just read the numerous excellent articles by Dr. Ioannidis)? 

Are you talking about the one where unethical, dishonest people manipulate 

data? 

Why should the taxpayers support this garbage? 

Don't like the taxpayers standing up to so-called academics in the era of 

President Trump? Too bad, you have been producing a bad product with 

our money for too long. 
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Thank you! 


